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he sun is quickly setting above the castle and deep within the Crypt below the
Great Demon stirs. While the Forces of Evil strive to ensure its awakening, the
Forces of Good are ready to stand guard over humanity and the peace of The
Realm. Should the Great Demon awake, the consequences will be beyond mortal imagination.
Will Good prevail? Will Evil? That is up to you and your allies…

ame Components
1 game board

1 search bag

12 player tokens

12 player handbooks

13 dry-erase markers

12 character cards

54 search tiles

6 grave tiles

5 stakes
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oal of the Game
Each player is granted a unique character from either the Forces of Good or the Forces of Evil.
The Forces of Good must destroy the Great Demon in its grave before the time is up. The Forces
of Evil, on the other hand, must protect the Great Demon while the daylight still lasts.
The players will not know who’s on which side, and everyone can switch side following a
conversion. Teamwork is limited to alliances forged when players meet in the same room and
they may not last until the end of the game. To enhance his or her chances of winning, a player
will try to convert as many other players to its allegiance, and will take part in the Great Demon
quest as an actor or in a way to prevent other players to complete it.
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etup
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1. Place the game board on a large table.
2. Randomly distribute the Grave Tiles face down over each Grave in the Crypt,
making sure no one can see which Grave Tile bears the Great Demon.
3. Place all Search Tiles in the Search Bag. For a faster game variant, search tiles
need to be set aside first, as explained on page iv at the end of this booklet.
4. Each player fetches a character for the game, through the app, either online, or from a
character card. Players should keep their character identities and allegiance a secret!
5. Each player chooses a token and a player handbook with a matching color.
6. Each player writes their starting character in the reserved area of the handbook using
one the markers provided with the game.
7. Each player selects a starting room from any of the 33 rooms on the game board and
writes the room number on the top right area of their handbook, next to the # sign.
8. Players place their tokens with the word “Hidden” face down in their chosen room.

Ways to Play
Playing with the App
Conversion uses an app to execute in-game actions and for interacting with the game board
through scannable NFC tags. The app also acts as a timekeeper and victory point tracker.
Note: Players with smartphones that cannot scan NFC tags can still use the app for in-game
actions, timekeeping, and for up-to-date points and ranking. The app is available on Google Play
Store and on the App store.
Playing with the Website
Players without a smartphone can play using the Conversion website. They can register, get their
unique characters, and enter actions using the forms available here: www.conversiongame.net.
Offline Play
The offline setup and small differences in the gameplay are explained on page iv.

The Start of a Game
Elect a Game Master from the group of players. The Game Master is responsible for the order of
play during the game and also takes part as a normal player.
The Game Creator is the player who created the game using the app or online.
When the setup is completed and all players are ready, the Game Creator starts the game using
the app. Alternatively, any of the players can start the game using the website.
The game maximum time is set by default to 75 minutes. The duration of the first game ever
created by the Game Creator is extended by 15 minutes.
The game end time can be changed at any time during the game, or paused and resumed, at the
players’ discretion.
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he Flow of the Rounds
The Game Master keeps order in the rounds of Conversion. A round is broken into two phases:
I.
The Action Programming Phase
Players simultaneously select one of the possible actions and record it in their handbooks.
II. The Action Execution Phase
The players’ chosen actions are resolved in the proper order.
Note: There is no turn order in Conversion. Players complete their actions simultaneously during
both game phases.

I Programming the Action to Take
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Action Type

Phase I begins when the Game Master calls out
the round number that each player must write
down on the top right section of their
handbook. The players then select one of the possible actions available where their player token
is located (room, passageway, or Crypt), and record their chosen action next to the round No.
Beside the lack of action, or Wait, the actions to choose from fit within these categories:
Discovery Actions: These actions serve to uncover the content of secret hiding places
by Searching and by Moving from one room of the castle to the next to find more secret
places to search. Players may Enter Secret Passageways and Exit at one of the other sides to
travel faster across the castle.
Conversion Actions: Two or more players with tokens in the same room of the castle
may Convert each other. The player losing the conversion will see its character switch to a
character of the side of the winner. Evil Characters may Convert with Surprise as they exit a
secret passageway in the room where the token of another player is located.
Quest Actions: Players with characters within the Forces of Good have a quest to
perform. They need to find and Enter the Crypt. Once inside, they have to Open the Graves
one by one until they find the one where the Great Demon rests. Finally, they have to Drive a
Stake through the heart of the Great Demon to destroy it. Leaving the Crypt to get back to the
castle is a possible action.
Magic Actions: A player Activating a Previously Rune found gets the capability to:
move faster across the castle,
search all secret places of a room in a round,
swap two search tiles or tokens on the game board,
lock a room or the crypt for 2 rounds,
steal a stake from another player,
convert with surprise directly from a room or remove the surprise from a conversion,
protect from conversion attempts for 3 rounds.
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During this phase, players located in the same room, the Crypt, or in the same Secret Passageway
may hold a discussion, in secret, away from others. They may :
reveal the character identities of other players,
or the contents of secret hiding places,
or also plan their next moves.
The Game Master may decide to shorten these discussions by limiting the round duration.
The Action Programming phase ends when all players have written down their chosen action in
their handbook, or when time runs out, whichever occurs first. If a player's handbook bears no
action after the end of the allocated period of time, then Wait becomes the player’s action.

II. The Action Execution Phase
Phase II is reserved for executing actions chosen during the previous phase. For each action
sequence called out, players who chose that action may resolve their actions simultaneously. The
Game Master must call out actions in the following order:
1. Activate a Rune: Indicate the location of the Rune tile (room No. and search place) and
flip it face up.
2. Conversion: Players either attempting or being targeted for a Conversion in the same
room implement the conversions and take note of the results. Conversions attempts
programmed by groups of players in different rooms must be dealt with separately.
3. Quest actions, especially the destruction of the Great Demon which would end the
game.
4. All other actions, such as searches and movements. If desired, players may
immediately use the finding resulting from a search to :
read a crystal ball,
grab a stake,
enter a secret passageway or the crypt.
Once all actions have been performed, the Game Master calls for the beginning of the next
round and the Action Programming phase begins anew.

Victory Conditions
The game can end in three different ways:
If a Forces of Good character opens the Great Demon’s grave and drives a Stake
through its heart, the game is won by the Forces of Good.
If time runs out, the sun sets and the Great Demon takes over the castle, thus ensuring
victory for the Forces of Evil.
The game may end prematurely if all characters are part of the Forces of Evil. When
using the app or the website, this condition will be automatically determined.
Players get 5 points to start the game and 10 points if their character is with the winning
allegiance at game end. Some of the actions grant points to the players. Others take points away.
These are presented in the following table. The player with the most points wins the game.
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Point-Bearing Actions

Points

Winning an offensive (defensive) Conversion

6 (4)

Attempting to convert a fellow Forces of Good (Evil) player

-1 (-2)

Winning a Surprise Conversion

10

Reading a Crystal Ball

-1

Incorrectly locating a Rune during Rune activation

-1

First player to enter the Crypt

5

Discovering the Great Demon’s grave

4

Destroying the Great Demon

6

Move to room #

oving through the Castle
Only once during a round can a player move from one space to another, separated by a single
door. The number of characters that can occupy the same space is unlimited.

Crossing between Doors
Two characters or a group of characters can’t go
through the same door in opposite directions during
the same round. A character will have priority if it
goes through the door in the direction of its opening,
as indicated on the game board. The other character(s)
must stay where they are.

Crossing at the Entrance of a Secret Passageway or the Crypt
If a character or a group of characters wants to leave a secret passageway or the crypt and enter
a room, at the same time as another character or group of characters wishing to enter the secret
passageway or the crypt from the same room, the characters leaving have priority.
The other character or group of characters must stay where they are.
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Search a place in a room #

earching
Searching secret hiding places is one of the top two most
frequently chosen actions of the Conversion game. To perform a
search, the player must be located in the same room where the
search is to be carried out. All objects in a room are searchable,
such as a fireplace, a carpet, a shelf, bed, etc. To search a hiding
place:
1.
The player must first check if a tile has already been
placed on the chosen secret hiding place. A search is
unnecessary when the tile’s face is already visible. If the
tile is face down, the player can simply pick it up to learn
the results of the search and place it back face down.
2.
If the hiding place is not covered by a tile, draw a tile from
the Search Tiles bag and view it.
3.
In the player handbook, write down the search results in the
white rectangle corresponding to the searched location, even if
the search was unsuccessful. For example, a Secret Passageway
from Room 30 to Rooms 9 and 33 could be indicated as shown
on the right.

P 9;33

After viewing a Search Tile, a player is not required to use it. He may choose
to lay it face down on the secret hiding place for another player to discover at another time. The
Nothing to be Found Tile has always to be placed face down after its discovery. A Search Tile that
was used, on the other hand, should be placed face up on the search location for the remainder
of the game. The table below lists what can be found following a search and the number of
occurrences of these finds.

Search Results

Type of find
Number of tiles
Number in
accelerated variant

Secret
Passageway
21

Crystal
Ball
6

11

4

15

Entrance to
the Crypt
1

Nothing to
be found
6

11

1

4

Stake

Rune

5
3
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Some finds allow players to perform an additional task during the round:
Players can Hide in a Secret Passageway or Enter the Crypt after discovering it.
Players can read Crystal Balls immediately upon finding them.
Players can grab a Stake immediately after discovering a Stake tile.
Players can note a Rune’s location and unique identifier (such as R1) in their player
handbook and place the Rune tile face down. Players can’t activate a Rune in the same
round, as they have to uncover and memorize their inscriptions first.
How to use each of these finds is described more
precisely in their dedicated sections.
If more than one player searches the same hiding
place during the same round, they will search
together and view the same Search Tile one after the
other.

sing a Crystal Ball
During the Search a secret hiding place action, players may uncover a Crystal Ball. Players who
read a Crystal Ball can choose to obtain one piece of information out of the following five:
Players of the same allegiance (friends).
Players of the opposite allegiance (foes).
Players against which a Conversion would be won.
Players against which a Conversion would be lost.
Characters whose Conversion success depends on the element of surprise.
The answer to the last three questions above use the information
found in the table of conversions, presented on page i.
The Crystal Ball can only be read following the discovery
John and
of a Crystal Ball tile during the Search action. To read
Jane are
a Crystal Ball, scan the NFC tag on the bottom of the
game board or proceed to the Actions webpage. The
foes
player can then reproduce the answer in his or her
handbook, in the section shown on the right. Reading a
Crystal Ball reduces the player’s game score by 1 point. As such, a
player who finds a Crystal Ball is not required to read it and may choose to lay it face down
where it was found. Once the tile has been used, it must be placed back on the game board face
up and can’t be used again.
If more than one player discovered the same Crystal Ball, they can read together the results of a
unique question.
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rabbing a Stake
Some secret hiding places hold a Stake, which is used to destroy the Great
Demon (see page 16). Besides the Forces of Good, players with characters
within the Forces of Evil also have an advantage to take the Stake when found.
They can subsequently be converted to a Forces of Good character.
By taking the stake, they prevent other Forces of Good characters from having it.
When a player takes possession of the Stake, he or she places the Stake tile on the hiding place
where it was found with its face up and claims one of the small wooden Stakes included with the
game. A player can own more than one Stake.
When more than one player searched a hiding place where a stake can be found, only the first
player to see a Stake tile can grab the Stake when found simultaneously. The other player(s)
is/are allowed to search a hiding place anywhere else on the board to compensate.

Hide in a passageway

ecret Passageways
A Secret Passageway tile, displaying an opening bookshelf, may be drawn or found with the
Search action. The player won’t want to disclose the exits of the Secret Passageway to other
players (or it would no longer be secret). The player must then place the tile back on the game
board with its face down.
Players can Hide in a Secret Passageway and Exit into one of the rooms connected to it.

Hiding in a Secret Passageway
Forces of Evil characters can hide in a Secret Passageway to attempt a Surprise Conversion (see
page 15) in a later turn. Any player may also choose Hide to enter the Secret Passageway in order
to quickly get to another part of the castle. A player may
decide to hide in a passageway immediately after finding it, or
he may choose Hide as a dedicated action in a subsequent
round. To perform this action, the player simply moves his
token on top of the Secret Passageway tile and
flips it to reveal the word “Hidden”. The player
must convince others that the passageway
exists in the room by showing the face of the tile while hiding the room numbers
that appear on the tile.
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Moving through Secret Passageways
When the Secret
Passageway tile is
placed on a secret
hiding place, the room
where the tile rests is
linked to the rooms
indicated by the
numbers on the tile. In
the example shown on
the right, the
passageway links Rooms 6, 8 and 24, through the bookshelf of Room 6. Secret Passageways are
bi-directional. To move through a Secret Passageway:
1. First, Hide in the Secret Passageway.
2. On the next turn, choose the Leave a Secret Passageway action.
3. To leave, the player must reveal his destination to the other players by showing the
Secret Passageway tile while covering the room connection not being taken.
4. Move the player token to the destination room and place the word “Hidden” face down
against the game board.
The Secret Passageway must remain hidden: place the tile face down in its original place.

Activate R[X] in place Y of room Z

ctivating Runes
Finding a Rune
Runes are stones with magical inscriptions. Players who discover a Rune with the Search action
memorize its writings, which allows them to activate it remotely on future turns to gain an
advantage. After discovering a Rune:
1. Note the Rune’s unique identifier (e.g. R1) and location in the player handbook.
2. Place the Rune tile face down where it was found for later use.
Runes cannot be activated on the same turn they were found.
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Activating a Rune
A Rune can only be activated once per game and its power is used immediately after activation.
To activate a Rune:
1. Choose the Activate a Rune action.
2. Name a Rune to activate which has a location that was previously marked in the player
handbook (room and hiding place).
3. State the Rune type out loud before flipping it face up.
4. Perform the Rune’s action immediately and leave the tile in place, face up, for the
remainder of the game.
If a player is wrong about the Rune type in step 2, he loses his next turn and 1 point. Register this
event by scanning the NFC tag next to the Rune image on the game board or by using the Actions
webpage.
If two players activate the same Rune Tile in the same round, they both get the benefit. If two or
more players steal a stake from the same player in the same round (R1 Rune) and there is not
enough stakes to steal, the player(s) with the token closest to the Rune tile get(s) the stolen
stake(s).
The advantages of Runes are listed below:

Steal a Stake
from another
player

Choose a door to
lock for 2 rounds,
Crypt included

Move by 2
rooms in a
single round

Move by 3
rooms in a
single round

In the Crypt,
allows to open
all graves

Perform a surprise
Swap a Search
Conversion or
Tile anywhere
remove the surprise on the board
from one.

Search all secret
hiding places in your
room in one round

Swap the room
you’re in for that
of another
player

Protection
against
Conversions for
3 rounds
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Convert a player

onverting
The Conversion is an action chosen by at least one player towards another that transforms the
losing character into its opposite allegiance. For example, a Vampire bites a Fairy in the neck,
converting him or her to a Vampire. Players can attempt as many Conversions as deemed
necessary throughout the game.
The target of a Conversion attempt has to self-defend by attempting a Conversion in return,
which will replace the action previously chosen for this round, if different than a Conversion.
All players whose character is located in the room where a Conversion takes place must use the
app or go to the Actions webpage, if used for this game. Please refer to page vi for instructions on
how to implement a conversion using these means. These players will be able to see the results of
the Conversions once all Conversions in the room are ready to be resolved. They may note
changes made to characters in their handbook in the character section, when not using the app.
If, during the same round, a different group of players attempts a Conversion in a different room,
they can use the app or the webpage to solve their Conversion attempt only once the first set of
players are done.

Conversions between Forces of Good Characters
Attempts by a Forces of Good character to convert another Forces of Good character are harmless
for the defender, but they do remove 1 point from the player who indicated Conversion as their
action. Players should instead use their deductive powers, Crystal Balls, and other methods to
determine which players they should be converting.

Conversions between Forces of Evil Characters
The Great Demon takes advantage of Conversions between characters of his own to renew his
striking power. Forces of Evil players who choose to convert another Forces of Evil character will
be mutated into a randomly selected character of the same allegiance. This transformation,
costing 2 points from the character who initiated, can be used to increase the odds of success for
two Forces of Evil players with the same character.
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Surprise Conversions
A Forces of Evil character – Forces of Good can’t - adds an element of surprise to a Conversion
when the character leaves a Secret Passageway and attempts
to convert a Forces of Good character as a combined
action during the same round. These can be
programmed as a single action called Surprise
Conversion. The element of surprise enables
each Forces of Evil character to convert four
out of the six Forces of Good characters– as
opposed to only two during a regular
Conversion attempt, thus the odds of a
successful Conversion are increased. The
element of surprise is granted by default in the
Crypt and within a Secret Passageway. Otherwise,
the player must choose to attempt a Surprise
Conversion as his action. A Surprise Conversion grants 10 points to its winner.

Multi-Player Conversions
When two or more characters of the same allegiance attempt to jointly convert a character from
the opposite side, the Conversion is successful if at least one of the two characters is able to
convert the target. The detailed rules to determine which player is converted are given on page
ii.

Enter the crypt

ntering the Crypt
When searching a secret hiding place, the player may draw the Entrance to the
Crypt tile. Characters can enter the Crypt to destroy the Great Demon or to protect
it, depending on their allegiance. The face of the Search Tile identifying the
Entrance to the Crypt is shown here.
A player may enter the Crypt via two methods:
After revealing the Entrance to the Crypt during the Search action, the player may choose
to lay the tile down face up on its hiding place and immediately enter the Crypt as a free
action.
If the Entrance to the Crypt was previously found and placed face up, the player may
choose Enter the Crypt as his action for that turn.
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Note: Nothing forces the first player who finds the Entrance to the Crypt tile to reveal its
location—after drawing it he may choose to lay it face down on the secret hiding place where it
was found. If the Crypt tile is not already visible on the board, it is flipped over the first
time a player enters the Crypt.
The player (or players) who enters the Crypt for the first time in the game must either
scan the NFC tag on the game board next to the word “Crypt” or choose the
corresponding action on the Actions webpage to earn 5 points. Players who enter the
Crypt must place their token on the game board’s section for the Crypt (on the right).

Destroy the G.D.

estroying the Great Demon
Characters must enter the Crypt and open graves in order to destroy the Great Demon.

Opening a Grave
The Crypt holds 6 graves bearing an epitaph written in a forgotten language that only the power
of a Rune can decrypt. If a player activates the R4 Rune to read the epitaphs, the player may look
at all Grave Tiles at once. Otherwise, players must open the graves one by one and
place the tile face up on the grave when done inspecting with the Open a Grave
action. The player who opens the grave with the Great Demon must scan the NFC
tag at the bottom of the Crypt from the mobile app or indicate this action from the
Actions webpage. This player would then be granted 4 points.

Driving a Stake through the Great Demon’s Heart
When the Great Demon’s grave is open, players carrying a Stake
can drive it through the Great Demon’s heart
with the Drive a Stake action, ending the
Conversion game. The player responsible earns 6
points when the tag next to the heart icon on the
game board is scanned with the app, or upon
submitting the corresponding action on the webpage. See next
page for more on ending the game.
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he End of a Game
The game can end in three different ways:
If a Forces of Good character opens the Great Demon’s grave and drives a Stake
through its heart, the game is won by the Forces of Good.
If time runs out, the sun sets and the Great Demon takes over the castle, thus ensuring
victory for the Forces of Evil.
The game may end prematurely if all characters are part of the Forces of Evil.
The end of the game will be clearly indicated on the app/webpage. Players on the winning Force
each get 10 points. The single player with the most points is declared the winner of the game.
The score sheet will be available when the game ends on the app and the webpage (if used). All
players will then be able to glean from each other scores, Conversion results, and point-bearing
actions that happened during the game.
When using the app, or with a validated user profile from the Conversion website, points
accumulate with each game played and users can see where they score on the leaderboards.
Good luck with your game of Conversion! If any doubt
persists after reading this rulebook, please don’t hesitate to
check www.conversiongame.net for extra help.
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eference Information
The characters
There are six characters belonging to the Forces of Good and six characters belonging to the
Forces of Evil. These characters are illustrated in the Conversion table shown below. The Forces of
Good characters are on the left side and the Forces of Evil characters are at the bottom of the table.

Conversion Results
The Conversion Results table,
printed on the players’
handbooks and on this page,
specifies the outcome of a
Conversion attempt from any
two characters available in the
game. Following a Conversion,
Forces of Good characters copy
the Forces of Evil character that
won the Conversion. Forces of
Evil characters take the identity
of a predefined Forces of Good
character who is illustrated at
the bottom of the Conversion
Results table. The table is useful
to predict what the app or web
server would do and is also
used for games played with no
internet access (see page iv).
Otherwise, it’s easier to use
technology for this task.
Let's see how to use this table.
Locate the row and column
corresponding to the Forces of
Good and Forces of Evil
characters involved in the
Conversion. The cell at the their
intersection indicates the result
according to the table below.
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A white oval indicates an unconditional success of the character of the
Forces of Good.
A black oval indicates a success of the Forces of Evil.
A black and white gradient oval with an exclamation mark (!) indicates
that the character of the Good forces wins the conversion, unless it is a
surprise conversion.
Let's take an example, to practice. If a Monk attempts a Conversion against the Zombie, and the
latter does not surprise him, the Zombie will be converted into a Priest, as indicated following the
arrow towards the last row at the bottom of the table. Your turn: if a Witch converts a Conjurer
with surprise, what happens? If you answered that the Conjurer will be converted into a Witch,
you have understood Conversions. Well done!

Multi-Player Conversions
When more than one character from the same allegiance attempts to convert a character from the
opposite allegiance, it suffices that only one of them succeed for the character of the opposite
allegiance to be converted. This advantage is one of the motivators for allied players to seek each
other out on the game board.
If a group of characters successfully carries out a Conversion against a single player,
the following regulations apply:
If a Forces of Evil character is converted by a group, it will be converted into a Forces of
Good character as described on the identity sheet.
If a Forces of Good character can only be converted by a single Forces of Evil character in
the group, it will be converted into this Forces of Evil character.
If more than one Forces of Evil character successfully carries out a Conversion against a
single player, the resulting character will be chosen randomly by the app. For offline
play, the resulting character can be chosen randomly by rolling a die.
If, on the other hand, no character from the group is successful in their Conversion
attempt, one of them will have to convert and join the side of the winning character according
to these regulations:
If the winning character attempted to convert one of the characters from the group, then
this character will be converted according to the table, while the others will maintain the
same allegiance.
If the winning character did not attempt a Conversion, then one of the characters from
the other side will be chosen at random by the web server. In a game with no internet
access, the winning character must choose its victim among the group.
In rare cases where the above regulations are not able to establish the result of a Conversion, see
the network Conversion rules on the www.conversiongame.net web server.
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List of Actions
Including “Wait” which is the same as programming no action, players of Conversion have 12
actions to choose from at every round. The possible choices depend on where the player’s
character is located in the castle. The following table indicates which actions are possible in
rooms, in secret passageways and the crypt. The table specifies also which actions are to be
implemented with the app or online, when they are used to play.
Action
Wait
Move from one room to another
Search a secret hiding place
Hide in a Secret Passageway
Enter the Crypt
Attempt a Conversion
Activate a Rune
Leave a Secret Passageway and
enter a room
Leave the crypt and enter a room
Attempt a Surprise Conversion
Open a Grave
Drive a Stake through the Great
Demon’s heart

In Rooms

In Secret
Passageways

In the
Crypt

App or
web

iv

Faster Game Variant : Reducing the Number of Secret Hiding Places
In order to expedite a game, players may make the following changes:
Limit the number of hiding places by one per room—resulting in 33 searchable places
instead of 54.
The Game Master should remove 15 minutes from the game duration.
During setup, follow the table below to remove a total of 20 Search Tiles from the
Search Bag. Store all remaining tiles in the Search Bag.

-10

-2

-2

-1

-3

-2

How to Play With No Internet
To play a game without an internet access, the following changes must be applied.
When preparing to start the game, the game master must consult the table below and
choose one column matching the number of players. The game master must select Character
Cards corresponding to rows marked with a
. If there are an odd number of players in
the game, one card must be stored in the game box with the other non-selected ones. The
game master must then distribute randomly these cards to all players.

Character
Exorcist
Conjurer
Medievalist
Monk
Fairy
Priest
Vampire
Zombie
Possessed
Witch
Ghost
Werewolf

4

4

4

5-6

Number of players
5-6 5-6 7-8 7-8

9-10

9-10

11-12

Players who attempted a conversion can solve it by consulting – away from the group –
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the conversion table printed on their player’s handbook.
When players read the crystal ball, they must choose a character whose handbook they
want to consult to find out the identity of their character and read other notes.
The points added and subtracted from the players score must be written on a small
piece of paper with the name of the player, the action and in the case of a conversion won, the
loser. The piece of paper must be folded and placed in the game box or similar. The final score
of each player is calculated once the game is over from all these papers.

elp with Technology
How to find and download the Conversion Game Companion App
There are three ways to find the app download page.
Find with an NFC Tag
1. Open the settings on an iPhone or Android smartphone.
2. Check that NFC scanning is enabled.
3. Simply hold the phone up to any NFC tag and a webpage will open with a link to the
Play Store or App Store app download page.
Find with a QR Code
1. Open the camera app or a QR scanner app on an iPhone or Android phone.
1. Hover the camera/scanner over the QR code on the outside of the game box. A
webpage will open with a link to the Play Store or App
Store app download page.
Text Search
1. The mobile Conversion app is available on both the App
Store for iPhones and the Play Store for Android phones.
Search for “Conversion Game Companion App”.

Game Creation
Begin the game setup by creating a new game on either the
Conversion app or Conversion webpage. The easiest way to host a
Conversion game is to use the mobile app.
With the App
1. Open the app and, for the first time only, register a new
username or login into an existing account.
2. Hover the smartphone over any NFC tag on the game board
to start a new game.
An alternative way to start a new game on the app is to simply
provide a game name on the form and press Play.
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With the Website
1. Go to www.conversiongame.net.
2. Use the menu to go to FAQ/How to Play Online.
3. Follow the instructions on the Login to the Game Portal and Game Creation tabs.
The game creator will receive a character for the game immediately upon game creation.

Receiving a Character
Creating or joining a game grants the player with an initial character from either the Forces of
Good or Forces of Evil. The Conversion server allocates Forces of Good and Evil characters in such
a way as to maintain balance between the forces regardless of the number of players that end up
playing a game.
With the App
1. Open the app.
2. Hover the smartphone over any NFC tag on the game board when a game has been created.
If your phone isn’t compatible with NFC scanning, you may enter the game name and hit “Play”.
With the Website
1. Go to www.conversiongame.net.
2. Use the menu to go to Play/Web Form Tasks/Get Your Demo Character.
3. Enter your username and a game name.

How to Implement a Conversion
Conversions on the App
Players using the mobile app to perform a Conversion must do their parts independently on their
smartphones. A Conversion is best illustrated with an example between two players, Jane and Joe:
Jane is in the same room as Joe and chooses to attempt
a Conversion on Joe. Jane initiates by pressing either
the Conversion or Surprise Conversion button on the
app.
Note: It makes no difference which player initiates. If a
player does not have an NFC-capable phone, the other
player(s) involved in the Conversion must initiate.
Once Jane has chosen her target on the app, Joe, she is invited to confirm the Conversion by
scanning any NFC tag on the game board.
Joe is then asked to validate the Conversion attempts from Jane on the app. Three responses
are possible:
Convert back: If Joe has chosen Conversion as his
action for the round and Jane as target, then he can select
the Convert Back option on the app—depicted with a cross
and a monster face. In this case, Jane will need to validate
Joe’s conversion. Convert Back is not available with a
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Surprise Conversion. If Joe chooses Convert Back, he may not attempt to convert anyone else
during that round.
Defend: If Joe did not choose the Conversion action this round, or chose another player
as target, then he can only defend by clicking the shield icon.
Cancel: If an error has been made (e.g. the wrong target player was selected), then Joe
can choose to cancel the Conversion event.
The app will ask both Jane and Joe if there are more
Conversion attempts in the same room. There are
two options:
Submit: If there are no other Conversion
attempts in the room, either Jane or Joe (or both) can
press Submit and the results will be displayed.
Add: If there are other Conversion attempts,
Jane or Joe can press the Plus button to add more
players. This allows a new player to join in and
attempt a Conversion.
Webpage Conversions
Webpage Conversions are similar to Conversion on the
app, with the exception that all players will use the same device displaying the webpage. When
players use the online webpage to implement a Conversion, they must:
noticeably step aside from the game table to use the device nearby, and
mutually agree to enter a Conversion event with each before pressing the Resolve
button.
When someone hits the Resolve button, the players have agreed that all Conversions happening in
the same room during have been entered.
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